Team Building for Smart People

ADVENTURE GAMES INC

The Unforgettable Interactive Experience

STRENGTH IN LEADERSHIP
At AdVenture Games, we know that communication and internal relations are vital to the health and success of any organization. We also know that team synergy starts with strong leadership that is dedicated to company-wide excellence. This is why we’ve crafted a service that takes team building beyond ‘next level’ with sophisticated designs and captivating storylines.

All AdVenture Games clients are provided a team building service focused on creating exercises that engage participants by using both theatre and humor. We mix psychology and science (with a dash of surprise) to deliver fun, inspiring experiences that engage, enlighten and entertain all. The concierge-like approach to our services is born of our founder, Chad Michael’s own heart and results in a fantastic return on investment.

We thank you for your interest and look forward to serving you. Your AdVenture awaits!
SPYGAME is an action-packed game of espionage that will test—and build—each participants’ skills at strategizing, cooperating, and thinking on their feet, as they race against the clock to rescue a hostage and take down a notorious crime syndicate. The SpyGame Challenge is more than just a fun, high-energy, puzzle-filled game: it’s an interactive workshop that uses the power of play to grow your team outside their comfort zone while developing their skillset.

SpyGame has no set route. Teams determine which assignments to pursue based on the point values and location and timing constraints. Be forewarned, this is NOT your average scavenger hunt.

- Strategic planning
- Time management
- Interpersonal communication
- Collaboration under pressure
- Individual and team-think
- Engaged creativity

"AdVenture Games did a wonderful job at bringing together our team and through SpyGame, our conference was 100% more effective than in the past. The team is still talking about SpyGame."

~ Wendi Racca
American Broadband

SpyGame will engage and challenge your team to collaborate under pressure, trust one another, and think not just outside the box—but inside the team. **Enlist your agents today!**
INDUSTRY INNOVATIONS is The Apprentice meets Shark Tank: a fast-paced game that has teams racing against the clock—and each other—to build products, create presentations, and problem-solve their way through challenges. This challenge sparks a fun and engaging atmosphere honing interpersonal communication, creative problem solving, and time management. Your team will get a hands-on lesson in the challenges and benefits of collaborating under pressure and being resourceful. Take note, we offer a concierge approach and are happy to customize your AdVenture Game to align with real business needs.

Mastery of Excellence at its Finest!
Participants gather before the Advisor Panel to be split into Design Teams. Each team is challenged with four creative and engaging projects such as The Commercial, The Green Project, The Jingle, and The Elevator Pitch.

Industry Innovations is just what you need to immerse your team in the creative process, encourage team-think, and develop improvisation skills. This is all offered by engaging your team in (mostly) friendly competition.

Ready, Set, Innovate!

"I have received a lot of positive feedback... everyone had a great time! You’ll definitely stay at the top of my list!"

~ Carrie Owen, Expedia

- Cooperation skills
- Oral Presentations
- Product Development
- Target Marketing
- Synergy
THE ADVENTURE GAMES CHALLENGE is the go-to activity for breaking the ice and building team cohesion. This activity pits teams against one another to compete in physical and mental challenges that range from the practical to the ridiculous! The AdVenture Games Challenge explores an exciting urban location and engages everyone in friendly competition.

Watch your team’s camaraderie ignite as participants plot their course for maximum efficiency and work together to conquer The AdVenture Games Challenge all while producing hysterical photos and videos to enjoy for years to come.

- Strategic planning
- Time management
- Engaged creativity
- Risk assessment
- Individual and team-think
- Interpersonal communication
- Collaboration under pressure
- Dance Moves!

Urban AdVenture for Water Cooler Fodder

Just when the team members think they’ve mastered the terms of the game - Whoosh! - Here comes a curveball!

The winning team is not necessarily the one to finish first, but the one who best executes sound strategy, savvy risk assessment and rock-solid teamwork. Sign up today and see who rises to the top!

“We had an awesome time! The AdVenture Games team was energetic and really motivated our staff to participate and complete all challenges set forth.”

~ Lisa Evans, Summit Group
OFFICE ESCAPE is a thrilling mental game of search and discovery as participants race against the clock to escape the office. This challenge is the epitome of team collaboration as it drives participants to think objectively and collectively. Office Escape not only avails a fun, mentally-stimulating atmosphere, it uses the science of synergy to engage your team’s collective skillsets. This challenge avails the best of both worlds: you get to kick it off with a hilarious prank, and then test your group’s ability to think on their feet in an escape room scenario.

- Thinking as a team
- Interpersonal communication
- Collaboration under pressure
- Swift problem solving
- Engaged Creative thought
- Time-management

“Thank you for an excellent event. I truly appreciate your willingness to accommodate our schedule and provide an organized and fun event. Everyone had a great time and although this was out of the ordinary for us, it was well worth it.”

~ Lisa Young, Agrium

Office Escape is more than a game – it’s an interactive workshop that presents opportunity for collaboration while offering valuable lessons on communication and teamwork.

Does your team have what it takes to escape?
Are you prepared to put them to the test?
STREET SMARTS is a high-energy, interactive tour through the city streets that leverages the local scene to empower your team through camaraderie and exploration. Participants are challenged to improve their strategic and creative-thinking skills while practicing friendly competition. We will challenge your team to take smart risks as they consider the perils and benefits of going for broke, all while inspiring them to exercise their intellects. The Street Smarts challenge gives participants a hands-on lesson on the difficulties (and benefits) of collaborating under pressure, all while encouraging them not to take themselves too seriously.

Street Smarts is the ultimate challenge of creativity, time management, and thinking on your feet. Participants must step outside their comfort zone and forego the fear of judgment if they want to win this challenge. Is your team ready to cut loose and win big?

- Engaged creativity
- Decision-making
- Problem-solving
- Time-management
- Risk assessment

"Our sales team thoroughly enjoyed the team building experience with Adventure Games. This was a truly exciting way to end the week of training and create a bond that won’t soon be forgotten.

~ Seong Park, BMC Software
CAMP BASICS is a fun summer camp-inspired lawn event modeled after a theme of your choice. Olympics and Survivor are some of our favorites but no matter the theme, all our games provide a fun, high-energy atmosphere where participants work together to meet physically and mentally demanding challenges. Camp Basics ensures that teams get up close and personal with real-time lessons as they scramble to be champions. There may be an opposing team but these aren’t your traditional camp games. It’s going to take more than your average dose of team spirit to conquer this game.

If you’re going to succeed at defense, you’ve got to execute a killer offense. Does your team have what it takes to compete in an epic obstacle course that calls on their strengths, smarts, and creativity? Go ahead, take the Camp Basics Challenge—you won’t regret it.

- Athletic abilities
- Open communication
- Developed strategy
- Intense creativity
- Time-management acumen

Bringing Summer Camp Back!
What happens when teams of co-workers are summoned to relive their childhood to compete in a series of physical and mental challenges? An exciting hands-on event that grows the whole person and the whole team.

AdVenture Games’ services are second to none. From planning to event set up to execution – their services were completely flawless!

~ Ashley Kirby, Dave and Busters
Get Your Game Face On!
Teams get out of their comfort zones and go head-to-head in this series of hilarious stunts and challenges. And hey, it’s not easy—they’ve only got one minute!

“AdVenture Games Inc had an exciting spin on what makes teams work together and focused the day on bringing out the skills we knew we had, and helped us figure out which ones needed some fine tuning.”
~ Loretta Maupin, Western Funding

If you are ready for a hysterical, riotous, entertaining, gut-busting, knee-slapping good time—then you’re ready for Minute Wars.

Let the good times roll!

---

**MINUTE WARS** is based on NBC’s classic fast-paced game show, *Minute to Win It*, and is led by a professional Host and Game Referees. Teams must think on their feet and work together creatively and strategically to pull off high-pressure hijinks. This challenge is the perfect way to add a fun, energetic highlight to any meeting and works great as an onsite team building solution. Our *Minute Wars* challenges are not your standard office party games—rather, they are stage quality feats of balance, focus, and precision that inspire participants to let go of their fears and inhibitions in exchange for hilarious good times!

- Communication skills
- Quick decision-making
- Problem-solving
- Team camaraderie
- Risk management
- Hand-eye coordination
- Funny bone!

**MINUTE WARS** is based on NBC’s classic fast-paced game show, *Minute to Win It*, and is led by a professional Host and Game Referees. Teams must think on their feet and work together creatively and strategically to pull off high-pressure hijinks. This challenge is the perfect way to add a fun, energetic highlight to any meeting and works great as an onsite team building solution. Our *Minute Wars* challenges are not your standard office party games—rather, they are stage quality feats of balance, focus, and precision that inspire participants to let go of their fears and inhibitions in exchange for hilarious good times!
MAKING OF THE BAND is a high-energy, professionally-produced musical competition show starring your team. Part American Idol, part improvisational comedy, this reality TV-inspired experience will provide an unforgettable onsite team building experience.

This challenge allows your team to show off their talents in a live performance environment, transforming an ordinary meeting into an event that builds camaraderie and creates lasting memories. Our show-stage format encourages your team to not just let their big-hair down, but to release their inhibitions and rock out!

- Presentation skills
- Remarkable showmanship
- Kick-jumping outside the box
- Outrageous choreography
- Team camaraderie

Get Ready to Rock Your Way to the Top!
The show begins as our fabulous host takes the stage and introduces a motley crew of infamous has-been musicians (actors): A former disco diva, an 80s metal-head burnout, and a former child pop star—each with just the right (hilariously desperate) backstory to lock them in as perfect competition judges.

Is there someone on your team with a show-stopping, hidden talent? Drop the mic and put em’ to the test. See who’s got what it takes to steal the stage!

“People are still talking about the event. Thanks for your team pulling this together.”

~ Tim Lewandowskim, Covidien
The Trek of a Lifetime!

A representative from the U.S. Historical Commission gathers your team for a briefing on a cache of jewels and coins that went missing years ago from the Smithsonian. New information has surfaced and your team has been enlisted to comb the wilderness in search of this elusive treasure.

GEO VENTURE is a high-energy outdoor destination activity that ignites team cooperation and strategy through a unique Geocaching experience. This challenge will test your team’s wherewithal, street-smarts, intuition, and communication skills. Be prepared to watch synergy at work as teams band together to meet the demands of each milestone. The GeoVenture Challenge brings out the AdVenturous spirit in all as it stirs up childhood visions of pioneering, mining, pirating, and treasure hunting of every sort!

Is it time to connect with nature and enhance camaraderie while pursuing a mysterious adventure? Give your team a journey worth remembering with GeoVenture. Your adventure awaits!

• Strategic planning
• Time management
• Interpersonal communication
• Strategy and problem-solving
• Group think and collaboration

“The number one goal of our team building was to get a better understanding of our strengths and areas for improvement for our team and AdVenture Games helped us all reflect on ourselves and learn some lessons.”

~ Jacqueline Gunnip, Isovolta
A Puzzle-Solving Urban Adventure!

Your team is asked to help the US Geological Commission find priceless artifacts under a strict timeline. Doing so is going to take determination, communication, smartphones and our National Treasure App!

**NATIONAL TREASURE** is based on true events, is set in historical locations and is played with the use of our National Treasure App. Once the app is installed, your team will have 90 minutes to locate and recover the missing treasure. This fast-paced challenge is not just a race to the treasure, it’s a race against the clock! Your team will work to earn points as they uncover clues, decipher puzzles, solve riddles, and crack codes that correlate with physical landmarks. The National Treasure Challenge offers a fun, mentally-stimulating atmosphere that uses the science of synergy to unleash the treasure hunter in all.

**Skills Required:**
- Interpersonal communication skills
- Ability to collaborate under pressure
- Problem solving abilities
- Time-management skills
- Abstract thinking

"We are closer than ever as a school, we rallied in our time of need and this game helped facilitate the growth necessary."

~ Samantha Hamilton, Goodman Elementary

National Treasure drives participants to think fast and objectively. It’s like a ropes course for the mind— and all done from the palm of your hand!

Let the treasure hunt begin!
The Situation Room encourages your team to leverage their collective wits, impulse and observation skills while connecting through the power of play. This experience is no virtual walk in the park!

“Best team building event yet! We had recently gone through a restructure and this was the perfect ice breaker for our group. Tons of laughs and great memories.”

~ Cori Boss, Reebok

THE SITUATION ROOM is a scenario-based game that forces participants to develop their listening skills as they decode and interpret not just visual and verbal messages, but non-verbal cues as well. This challenge is not just a race against the clock, it’s a fast-paced, virtual workshop that encourages collaboration under pressure. The Situation Room leverages a choose-your-own-adventure structure and is littered with both real and false clues. Your team must stay hyper-alert as our detective leads them through the crime scene and multiple informant interviews.

Be forewarned, the burden of success lies on your team alone.

- Observation skills
- Data recollection
- Time management
- Intuitive response
- Individual and team-think

More Than Meets the Eye!

Just as your team has settled in for a collective video conference, chaos ensues! Anons have accosted the presenting consultant and hijacked your company’s data right before your eyes! Your team must think quick—they’ve only got 60 minutes to restore both data and order!
The AdVenture Games team is excited to create an impactful, unforgettable experience that will help you engage, empower, and inspire your team!

For more information, visit www.adventuregamesinc.com or contact us for a customized quote.

866-587-2125 | info@adventuregamesinc.com

Your AdVenture Awaits!

"Individual commitment to a group effort—that is what makes a team work, a company work, a society work, a civilization work." --Vince Lombardi

"It was one of the most exciting and cryptic team-building events we’ve ever had. Even the most cynical and hard-to-impress members of our team were highly engaged." ~ Nikki Lu, Google